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Abstract
Existing action recognition methods mainly focus on
joint and bone information in human body skeleton
data due to its robustness to complex backgrounds
and dynamic characteristics of the environments. In
this paper, we combine body skeleton data with spa-
tial and motion information from face and two hands,
and present “Deep Action Stamps (DeepActs)”, a novel
data representation to encode actions from video se-
quences. We also present “DeepActsNet”, a deep learn-
ing based model with modality-specific Convolutional
and Graph sub-networks for highly accurate action
recognition based on Deep Action Stamps. Experi-
ments on three challenging action recognition datasets
(NTU60, NTU120, and SYSU) show that DeepActs
produce considerable improvements in the recogni-
tion performance of standard convolutional and graph
networks. Experiments also show that the fusion of
modality-specific convolutional and structural features
learnt by our DeepActsNet yields consistent improve-
ments in action recognition accuracy over the state-of-
the-art on the target datasets.
Introduction
Skeleton-based action recognition has received consider-
able research focus because of its robustness to dynamic
characteristics of real-world environments such as different
lighting conditions, variable camera viewpoints, background
clutter, and variation in body scales. Existing skeleton-based
methods have explored action recognition using both hand-
crafted features (Fernando et al. 2015) as well as deep-
learning based features (Liu et al. 2020; Shi et al. 2019a).
In the context of deep learning for action recognition, earlier
methods (Si et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2017a) used Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) and Long Short Term Memory
Networks (LSTMs) to learn temporal features from the time-
series skeleton data. Later, CNN-based methods (Feichten-
hofer et al. 2019; Caetano et al. 2019) proposed to encode
skeleton data into images and employ 2D/3D CNN models
to learn convolutional features for action recognition. Re-
cently, graph-based methods such as (Shi et al. 2019a) and
(Liu et al. 2020) represented the skeleton data as directed
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acyclic graphs with joints as vertexes and bones as edges.
These graph-based methods learn features based on informa-
tion in adjacent joints and bones as well as their dependen-
cies and produce state-of-the-art performance on large scale
action recognition datasets such as NTU60 (Shahroudy et al.
2016) and NTU120 (Liu et al. 2019). Most of the existing
works focus on using limited skeleton information based on
a pre-defined physical structure of the human body, which
may not be optimal for the action recognition task. For in-
stance, the hands may have strong dependencies in recog-
nizing certain action classes such as “clapping”, “reading”
or “writing”. Similarly, facial features can be important for
recognizing actions involving facial gestures/deformations
such as “yawning”, “sneeze” or “vomit”. In this paper, we
investigate the use of multi-modal information in terms of
2D landmark keypoints data from face, 3D joints data from
body, 2D joints data from the fingers of two hands, and
optical-flow based motion features for action recognition.
We also explore ways of learning highly discriminative fea-
tures from this multi-modal data and present a novel deep-
learning based architecture that combines Convolutional and
Graph based networks for action recognition tasks. In sum-
mary, the main contributions of this paper are follows:
1. We present “Deep Action Stamps (DeepActs)”, a novel
data representation which encodes actions from video
sequences by extracting spatial and motion information
from face, hands, and body. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work which models the spatial and tem-
poral dependencies between facial joints, hand joints, and
body joints for action recognition.
2. We present DeepActsNet, an ensemble architecture that
combines Convolutional networks and Graph Networks
and learns highly discriminative convolutional and struc-
tural features from the proposed Deep Actions Stamps
data for action recognition tasks.
3. We present ablation study of the proposed DeepActs in
terms of the benefits of combining spatial and motion
information form face, hands, and body for minimizing
confusions in challenging action classes. We also present
ablation study of the proposed DeepActsNet in terms of
the benefits of learning convolutional and structural fea-
tures for improving action recognition accuracy in cross-
subject and cross-viewpoint scenarios. Experiments on
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three challenging action recognition datasets show that
our method consistently exceeds the state-of-the-art per-
formance on all the datasets with considerable margins.
Related Work
Earlier approaches to skeleton-based action recognition fo-
cused on using hand-crafted features from skeleton se-
quences, such as pairwise position of joints (Wang et al.
2013), spatial orientation of pairwise joints (Jin and Choi
2012), and statistics-based features (Hussein et al. 2013).
However, these methods ignored the semantic connectiv-
ity of the human body. Later, some methods focused on
using RNNs and LSTMs for learning spatio-temporal fea-
tures for action recognition. For instance, the work of (Du,
Wang, and Wang 2015) proposed an end-to-end RNN for
skeleton-based action recognition. The work of (Zhu et al.
2016) presented an end-to-end fully connected LSTM to
learn dependencies between skeleton joints for action recog-
nition. Other methods include the differential gating sys-
tem of (Veeriah, Zhuang, and Qi 2015), the attention en-
hanced LSTM network of (Si et al. 2019) and the recur-
rent attention mechanism of (Liu et al. 2017a) for video-
based action recognition. Recently, methods such as (Zhang
et al. 2019) and (Li et al. 2018) presented a view adaptive
model and a hierarchical CNN model to learn spatial and
temporal features for action recognition, respectively. An-
other stream of work in action recognition encodes skele-
ton joints information into 2D images and then feed the
images into popular CNN models such as ResNet to learn
features for action recognition. For instance, the method of
(Li et al. 2019d) proposed a shape-motion representation
of joints and bone information. The method of (Liu, Liu,
and Chen 2017) proposed an enhanced visual representation
of the skeleton data. The method of (Caetano et al. 2019)
proposed a visual representation termed SkeleMotion based
on the magnitude and orientation values of skeleton joints.
The methods of (Feichtenhofer, Pinz, and Zisserman 2016;
Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) used two-stream ConvNets
to incorporate skeleton and optical flow information. The
method of (Li et al. 2019c) proposed Temporal Bilinear Net-
works to learn temporal dependencies between joints for
action recognition. The work of (Jiang et al. 2019) com-
bined motion modeling into spatio-temporal feature learn-
ing. Other works in this category utilize 3D CNNs to learn
spatio-temporal features. For instance, the work of (Xie et
al. 2017) used a 3D version of ResNeXt. The Slow-Fast net-
work of (Feichtenhofer et al. 2019) used two ResNet path-
ways to encode multi-scale information. The work of (Qiu,
Yao, and Mei 2017) used 3D convolutional kernels for learn-
ing spatio-temporal features from video sequences. While
these CNN based methods learn more discriminative fea-
tures compared to the hand-crafted features, the translation
invariant nature of the filters used in CNNs does not en-
able these models to directly capture the semantics of joints
from the input 2D/3D images. Recently, graph-based meth-
ods proposed spatial-temporal graphs to model relationships
between joints of the human body and produced state-of-
the-art performance on popular action recognition datasets.
These methods treat joints as nodes of the graph and bones
as edges of the graph based on the pre-designed anatomy
of human body. In this context, ST-GCN (Li et al. 2019a)
proposed spatial graph convolutions with interleaving tem-
poral convolutions to model relationships between skeleton
joints for action recognition. The method of (Li et al. 2019b)
proposed AS-GCN which augmented spatial graph convolu-
tion with human poses for improved action recognition from
skeleton data. The 2s-AGCN method of (Shi et al. 2019b)
proposed graphs with self-attention mechanisms and used a
two-stream ensemble with skeleton bone information to en-
hance action recognition accuracy. The method of (Shi et al.
2019a) also used skeleton bone features, but instead of us-
ing an ensemble, their method jointly updates the joint and
bone features through a spatial feature aggregation mecha-
nism in the graph. The method of (Gao et al. 2019) used a
technique to fuse every three frames over the skeleton graph
sequence and used cross-space-time edges between adjacent
frames for temporal context. In this work, we encode actions
in terms of spatial and motion information of face, hands,
and body into a novel data representation termed “Deep Ac-
tion Stamps”. For action classification, we design convolu-
tional and graph networks which model spatial and tempo-
ral relationships between facial joints and joints of the fin-
gers of two hands in addition to the body joints information.
In experiments we show that using Deep Action Stamps,
our multi-modal networks learn highly discriminative fea-
tures which help in better discriminating action classes in-
volving similar hand movements and facial deformations,
thereby improving recognition accuracy over the sate-of-
the-art-methods on large-scale action recognition datasets.
The Proposed Framework
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed framework. Given
an RGB video sequence as input, a “Pose and Motion es-
timation” module extracts joints spatial location informa-
tion and motion information from the video frames. Next,
the spatial and motion data of the video sequence are trans-
formed into a multi-channel visual representation termed
“Deep Action Stamps”. Finally, an ensemble architecture
termed “DeepActsNet” is used to learn convolutional and
structural features from the deep action stamps data for ac-
tion recognition tasks. In the following we describe in detail
the individual components of the proposed framework.
The Proposed Deep Action Stamps (DeepActs)
Deep Action Stamps (DeepActs) encode spatial and motion
information of actions in terms of landmark key-points in-
formation from face, body skeleton data, skeleton data of
two hands, body bones data, and optical-flow information
extracted from an input video sequence. Specifically, Deep-
Acts contain five C ×W × H-dimensional data represen-
tations, where C represents the number of channels, W and
H represent the width and height of each channel, respec-
tively. In this work, for body skeleton data, we considered
3D keypoints information of 25 joints already provided by
the authors of the NTU60 (Shahroudy et al. 2016), NTU120
(Liu et al. 2019), and SYSU (Hu et al. 2015) datasets. For
hand skeleton data, we considered 2D keypoints information
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework which is composed of three main modules. 1) A pose and motion estimation
module which extracts joints locations and motion information from an input RGB video sequence. 2) A Deep Action Stamps
generation module which transforms the joints spatial and motion data into a multi-channel image-like visual representation. 3)
A deep learning-based action recognition module which uses an ensemble architecture (DeepActsNet) composed of Convolu-
tional networks and Graph networks for learning convolutional and structural features for action recognition tasks.
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Figure 2: Deep Action Stamps are composed of five data representations which encode information about body joints (A),
finger joints of two hands (B), body bones (C), facial landmark locations (D), and optical flow (E). The data representations are
reshaped to 3× 224× 224−dimensional maps for feeding into Convolutional Networks.
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed DeepActsNet design which is composed of a Convolutional Neural Network and a Graph
network. The Convolutional network employs convolutional layers followed by linear layers (fc) on the individual channels of
deep action stamps and produce modality-specific convolutional features. The Graph network employs undirected graphs that
are designed based on the spatial connectivity of face, hands, and body as shown on the right. The graph network produces
modality-specific structural features which are combined with the convolutional features through summation before feeding
into a SoftMax operation for the final action classification.
of 21 finger joints extracted from each hand. To extract hand
skeleton data from videos, we trained our own Detectron2
(Wu et al. 2019) based hand pose estimator using the hands
database of (Simon et al. 2017). For face skeleton data, we
considered 2D keypoints information of 68 landmark po-
sitions as defined in (Sagonas et al. 2016). To extract face
skeleton data from videos, we used the DLib facial land-
mark detector method from OpenCV. Some actions such as
“standing up” versus “sitting down” are challenging to rec-
ognize from joints spatial information alone. To encode dis-
criminative information about these actions, we extract mo-
tion information in terms of: 1) Bone information which rep-
resent the difference of coordinates between two joints spa-
tially connected as shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, each bone
is represented as a vector pointing to its target joint form
its source joint, encoding information both about the length
and the direction of the vector. 2) Optical-flow which calcu-
lates pixel movement information between adjacent frames
of a video sequence. Given sequential joints spatial and mo-
tion data, the construction of deep action stamps proceeds as
follow: First, we map the data as pixels into a C ×W ×H-
dimensional representation, where W encodes the temporal
information, H encodes the different joint types, and C en-
codes the feature channels. For body 3D keypoints, the fea-
ture channels correspond to the x, y, and z coordinates. For
face and hand 2D keypoints, the feature channels correspond
to x, y, and z = x + y values. For optical-flow, the feature
channels correspond to the optical flow information in x di-
rection, y direction, and the sum of optical flow values in x
and y. Next, we normalize the pixels values between 0 and
255. For a given joint pt,k of type k at frame t, the corre-
sponding normalized pixel value is computed as:
d = 255× (pt,k − cmin)
(cmax − cmin) , (1)
where cmin, cmax correspond to the minimum and the max-
imum values of all the joint coordinates in the data respec-
tively. Finally, the channels of DeepActs are resized to fixed
width and height (224×224). Fig. 2 shows the features chan-
nels of Deep Action Stamps for an example video sequence.
The Proposed Network (DeepActsNet)
Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of our network which
has two sub-networks. 1) A Convolutional Neural Network
which learns modality-specific convolutional features from
the individual channels of Deep Action Stamps (DeepActs).
2) A graph module that learns modality-specific structural
features using the spatial and motion data from face, hand,
and body. The outputs of the convolutional network and
the graph network are combined through summation before
feeding into a SoftMax operation for the final classifica-
tion. In detail, the Convolutional network employs modality-
specific convolutional branches where each branch is com-
posed of convolutional layers (Tan and Le 2019) followed
by a fully connected layer fc that learns probabilistic distri-
butions with respect to the target classes. The Graph network
is composed of modality-specific graph branches defined on
the face, hands, body, and optical flow information. Each
graph is defined by a set of nodes and a set of edges that
connect different joints as per the joints spatial connectivity
based on the respective anatomy of body, face, and hand.
Fig. 3-right shows examples of graphs defined on hands,
face, and body skeleton data, where the joints are repre-
sented as nodes and their spatial connections are represented
as edges (the solid lines). For the temporal dimension, the
corresponding joints between adjacent frames are connected
with temporal edges (dotted yellow lines). Specifically, we
define an undirected graph at each time step Gt = (Vt, Et),
where Vt = {vt1, ..., vtN} is the set ofN nodes representing
joints, and Et = {(vti, vtj) : vti, vtj ∈ Vt, vti ∼ vtj} is the
set of edges in the graph, representing connections between
the joints defined by an adjacency matrix At ∈ RN×N .
vti ∼ vtj represents that the node i and node j are connected
with an undirected edge based on the anatomy shown in Fig.
3-right. The adjacency matrix At is defined as:
At(i, j) =
{
1 if(vti, vtj) ∈ Et
0 otherwise
(2)
The input to our Graph Network is aC×T×N -dimensional
tensor. The term N denotes the number of nodes which is
25 for body joints, 68 for face, and 42 for the joints of two
hands. The term T denotes the temporal length and C de-
notes the number of feature channels. The optical flow infor-
mation is also reshaped to a C × T ×N -dimensional tensor
with C = 3 and N = 25. Given the graph defined above,
multiple layers with graph convolution operations are ap-
plied on the graph. For an input tensor fin, the output of a
graph convolution can be written as:
fout =
Kv∑
k
Wk(f inAk) ◦Mk, (3)
where Kv denotes the kernel size of the spatial dimension,
Ak is the adjacency matrix. Wk is the Cout × Cin × 1 × 1
weight vector of the 1×1 convolution operation. ◦ represents
the dot product. The term Mk ∈ RN×N represents a learn-
able mask to increase the effectiveness of the convolution as
used in (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018). After the last convolu-
tion layer, a global average pooling operation is performed
followed by a linear layer fc which produces probabilistic
distributions with respect to the target classes.
Experiments
To validate our framework, we conducted extensive exper-
iments on three popular datasets which have been widely
used in previous works for action recognition.
Datasets
NTU60 RGB+D Dataset NTU60 (Shahroudy et al. 2016)
is a large-scale action recognition dataset consisting of
56,880 skeleton sequences categorized into 60 action classes
(comprising of daily, mutual (more than one person), and
health-related activities). The skeleton sequences consist of
3D joint coordinates of 25 major human body joints and
their corresponding RGB videos. The data was collected by
recording 40 distinct subjects (using a Microsoft Kinectv2
sensor) who performed the target activities at 17 different
setup locations and under three different camera viewpoints
[-45◦,0◦,45◦]. We followed the standard benchmark evalua-
tion protocol as used in (Shahroudy et al. 2016): 1) Cross-
subject (CS) setting, where half of the 40 subjects are in-
cluded in training and the other half are used for testing,
producing 40,091 and 16,487 training and testing examples
respectively. 2) Cross-View (CV) setting, where all 18,932
samples captured from camera 1 are used for testing and the
remaining 37,646 samples are used for training.
Table 1: Comparisons of the recognition accuracy for mod-
els trained using the proposed Deep Action Stamps and the
models trained using body joints information alone on the
NTU60 (Shahroudy et al. 2016) and NTU120 (Liu et al.
2019) datasets.
Model Modality NTU60 NTU120CS CV CS CSet
HCN Body 3D joints 86.5 91.1 78.0 79.8
ResNet50 Body 3D joints 84.7 89.8 77.1 79.7
EfficientNet Body 3D joints 85.9 91.4 79.2 80.4
ST-GCN Body 3D joints 81.5 88.3 73.9 75.9
HCN DeepActs 90.0 96.0 85.3 87.6
ResNet50 DeepActs 92.2 96.0 85.4 87.6
EfficientNet DeepActs 92.6 96.4 87.8 89.7
ST-GCN DeepActs 93.3 97.2 84.9 87.9
NTU120 RGB+D Dataset NTU120 (Liu et al. 2019) ex-
tends NTU60 dataset with an additional 57,367 skeleton se-
quences over 60 additional classes, yielding 114,480 activ-
ity samples over 120 action classes recorded from 106 dis-
tinct subjects and 32 camera viewpoints. For evaluation on
this dataset, we followed the standard benchmark settings as
used in (Liu et al. 2019). For the Cross Subject (CS) setting,
half of 106 subjects are included in training and the rest are
included in testing. For the Cross-Setup (CSet) setting, activ-
ity samples from even numbered setups are used for training
and those from odd number setups are used for testing.
SYSU 3D Human-Object Interaction Dataset SYSU
(Hu et al. 2015) consists of 480 activity samples collected
by Kinect camera. For each activity sample, the RGB frames
and skeleton data of 20 body joints are provided. The data
was collected by recording 40 human subjects performing
12 different activities. We followed the standard benchmark
settings as used in (Hu et al. 2015). For the Cross Subject
(CS) setting, half of the subjects are used for training and the
other half for testing. For the Same Subject (SS) setting, half
of the samples for each activity are used in training and the
other half for testing. We evaluate our models for 30-folds
and report the mean accuracy for each setting.
Implementation Details
We trained all models using SGD with a momentum of 0.9,
a batch size of 32, an initial learning rate of 1e-4 and an
exponential LR decay with a factor of 0.1. Weight decay
was set to 0.0005. For NTU60 and NTU120 datasets, all
sequential joints data was transformed to a fixed tempo-
ral length of T = 60 frames. For SYSU dataset, the data
was transformed to T = 200 frames. No data augmenta-
tion was used. For NTU-60 and NTU-120 datasets, we fol-
lowed the data pre-processing of (Shahroudy et al. 2016;
Zhang et al. 2019), where we removed falsely detected
bodies (corresponding to background objects in the scene)
through denoising based on frame length and spread of the
joint locations along x and y axes for each body. We re-
moved the bodies for which the frame length was less than
11 or where the x spread was more than 0.8 of the y spread
of joint locations.
Results
Significance of Deep Action Stamps Here we examine
the effectiveness of using the proposed DeepActs for ac-
tion recognition. For this, we compare some standard mod-
els trained using DeepActs to models trained using body 3D
joints information alone. Table 1 shows the results of these
experiments on the NTU60 and NTU120 datasets. The re-
sults show that all models consistently show improvements
in the recognition accuracy when trained using DeepActs
compared to the models that were trained using body joints
information alone. For instance, the HCN model of (Li et
al. 2018) produced improvements of around 3.5% in cross-
subject accuracy on the NTU60 dataset when trained using
DeepActs. Similarly, the ST-GCN model of (Yan, Xiong,
and Lin 2018) produced improvements of around 14% and
9% in the cross-subject and cross-setup accuracy, respec-
tively on the NTU120 dataset when trained using Deep-
Acts. Table 1 also shows that both ResNet50 and Efficient-
Net yielded higher recognition accuracy when trained using
DeepActs compared to the models that were trained using
only body 3D joints information. These improvements show
the effectiveness of combining spatial and motion informa-
tion from face, hands, and body for improving action recog-
nition accuracy. Notably, our DeepActs provide highly ef-
fective encoding of actions from videos and they can be used
to improve the performance of CNN or graph-based neural
networks for action recognition.
Ablation Study Here we perform an ablation study of the
proposed framework in terms of the significance of the fea-
ture channels of DeepActs and the importance of the differ-
ent sub-networks of DeepActsNet for activity recognition.
First we examine the impact of combining different feature
channels of DeepActs on the action recognition accuracy.
Table 2 (A-D) shows the results of these experiments. The
results show that the recognition accuracy consistently in-
crease on all the datasets as we use more feature channels
of DeepActs to train the models. For instance, the addition
of information from face and hands produce improvements
of 4% and 3.9% in the cross-subject and cross-setup recog-
nition accuracy on the NTU120 dataset as shown in Table
2(row-B). The addition of motion information to the facial
and hands data yields further improvements of around 2%
and 2.1% in the cross-subject and cross-setup recognition
accuracy on the NTU120 dataset as shown in Table 2(row-
C). The addition of bones information produce further im-
provements of upto 1% and 1.4% in the cross-subject and
cross-setup accuracy on the NTU120 dataset respectively as
shown in Table 2(row-D). Fig. 4 shows a comparison of part
of confusion matrices of extremely similar action classes for
our models trained using only body joints information (Fig.
4-A) and using DeepActs (Fig. 4-B) on the NTU60 dataset.
The comparison shows that actions containing similar move-
ments yield high miss-classifications. For instance, for the
model trained using body joints data only, 23% and 4% of
“reading sequences were confused with “writing” and “tear-
up-paper” action classes, respectively as shown in Fig. 4-
A. This is because, the body joints data contain information
of only two finger joints (“tip of the hand” and “thumb”),
Table 2: Ablation study of the proposed Deep Action Stamps and the Proposed DeepActsNet (CNN+Graph) on the NTU60
(Shahroudy et al. 2016), NTU120 (Liu et al. 2019), and SYSU (Hu et al. 2015) datasets.
Model Modality NTU60 NTU120 SYSUCS (%) CV (%) CS (%) CSet (%) CS (%) SS (%)
A) CNN+Graph Body joints-only 88.5 94.6 81.9 83.6 89.4 87.7
B) CNN+Graph Body + Face + Hands 89.4 93.5 84.2 86.8 92.5 91.0
C) CNN+Graph Body + Face + Hands + Motion 93.6 97.5 88.1 90.5 93.7 93.1
D) CNN+Graph Body + Face + Hands + Motion + Bones 94.1 97.9 89.5 91.5 95.4 95.2
E) Graph-only Body + Face + Hands + Motion + Bones 93.3 97.2 84.9 87.9 82.9 80.7
F) CNN-only Body + Face + Hands + Motion + Bones 92.6 96.4 87.8 89.7 91.0 89.9
G) CNN+Graph Body + Face + Hands + Motion + Bones 94.1 97.9 89.5 91.5 95.4 95.2
H) Multi-CNN+Graph Body + Face + Hands + Motion + Bones 94.3 98.0 89.9 91.9 95.8 95.6
B: CNN + Deep Action StampsA: CNN + 3d Body keypoints C: CNN + Graph + Deep Action Stamps
Figure 4: Comparison of part of confusion matrices for our models trained using body joints and DeepActs on the NTU60
dataset. The comparison shows that models trained using DeepActs better discriminate actions involving similar hand move-
ments (highlighted in red) and produce less confusions compared to the models trained using body joints information alone.
making it very difficult to capture subtle movements of the
hands involved in the miss-classified action classes. On the
contrast, our DeepActs better encode these actions by using
more detailed information of finger joints from two hands,
resulting in considerably less confusions as shown in Fig. 4-
B.
Next, we examine the significance of the fusion of the
sub-networks of our DeepActsNet. Table 2(E-H) show that
the combination of convolutional and structural features
within our DeepActsNet is beneficial for improving action
recognition accuracy. For instance, DeepActsNet with both
CNN and Graph branches (row-G in Table 2) yields im-
provements of 0.8% and 0.7% in the cross-subject and cross-
view accuracy on the NTU60 dataset, respectively compared
to the model with only graph branches. Similarly, DeepAct-
sNet with both graph and convolutional branches produced
improvements of 1.5% and 1.8% in the cross-subject ac-
curacy on the NTU60 and NTU120 datasets, respectively
compared to the model with only convolutional branches.
The significance of the fusion of convolutional and struc-
tural features for action recognition is also evident from
Fig. 4-C which shows that the model with both CNN and
Graph branches produces less confusions for the classes that
were miss-classified by the model with only CNN branches
(Fig. 4-B). We also examined the performance of DeepAct-
sNet using an ensemble of ResNet and EfficientNet based
CNN branches termed “Multi-CNN+Graph” as shown in Ta-
ble 2(row-H). The results show that our Multi-CNN+Graph
yield further improvements in the cross-subject and cross-
view accuracy on all the target datasets. These improve-
ments show that the fusion of convolutional branches with
different architectures promote diversity in feature learning
and thus improves the quality of the final predictions.
Comparisons with state-of-the-art Methods Table 3, Ta-
ble 4, and Table 5 show the recognition accuracy of our mod-
els and the results of state-of-the-art methods on NTU60,
NTU120, and SYSU datasets respectively. The results show
that our models consistently outperform the existing meth-
ods on the target datasets with considerable margins. For
instance, DeepActsNet with only CNN branches produced
improvements of around 1.1% and 0.2% in the cross-subject
and cross-view accuracy on NTU60 dataset compared to the
best results of (Liu et al. 2020). Furthermore, DeepActsNet
with only graph branches produced improvements of around
1.3% and 0.9% in the cross-subject and cross-view accuracy
on the NTU60 dataset compared to the best results of (Liu
Table 3: Comparisons of the Cross-Subject (CS) and Cross-
View (CV) recognition accuracy with the state-of-the-art
methods on the NTU60 dataset (Shahroudy et al. 2016).
Method CS (%) CV (%)
LSTM-based methods
Deep LSTM (Shahroudy et al. 2016) 60.7 67.3
ST-LSTM (Liu et al. 2016) 69.2 77.7
STA-LSTM (Song et al. 2016) 73.4 81.2
VA-LSTM (Zhang et al. 2017) 79.2 87.7
ARRN-LSTM (Zheng et al. 2018) 80.7 88.8
CNN-based methods
HCN (Li et al. 2018) 86.5 91.1
TCN (Kim and Reiter 2017) 74.3 83.1
Clips+CNN+MTLN (Ke et al. 2017) 79.6 84.8
CNN (Liu, Liu, and Chen 2017) 80.0 87.2
ResNet152 (Li et al. 2017) 85.0 92.3
Graph-based methods
ST-GCN (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018) 81.5 88.3
DPRL+GCNN (Tang et al. 2018) 83.5 89.8
GR-GCN (Gao et al. 2019) 87.5 94.3
AS-GCN (Li et al. 2019b) 86.8 94.2
2s-AGCN (Shi et al. 2019b) 88.5 95.1
AGC-LSTM (Si et al. 2019) 89.2 95.0
View-adaptive (Zhang et al. 2019) 89.4 95.0
DGNN (Shi et al. 2019a) 89.9 96.1
MS-G3D Net (Liu et al. 2020) 91.5 96.2
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN-only) 92.6 96.4
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Graph-only) 93.3 97.2
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN+Graph) 94.1 97.9
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Multi-CNN+Graph) 94.3 98.0
Table 4: Comparisons of the Cross-Subject (CS) and Cross-
Setup (CSet) recognition accuracy with the state-of-the-art
methods on the NTU120 dataset (Liu et al. 2019).
Method CS(%) CSet(%)
HCN (Li et al. 2018) 78.0 79.8
ST-GCN (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018) 73.9 75.9
ST-LSTM (Liu et al. 2017a) 55.7 57.9
GCA-LSTM (Liu et al. 2017b) 61.2 63.3
RotClips+MTCNN (Ke et al. 2018) 62.2 61.8
Pose Evolution Map (Liu and Yuan 2018) 64.6 66.9
2s-AGCN (Shi et al. 2019b) 82.9 84.9
MS-G3D Net (Liu et al. 2020) 86.9 88.4
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Graph-only) 84.9 87.9
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN-only) 87.8 89.7
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN+Graph) 89.5 91.5
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Multi-CNN+Graph) 89.9 91.9
et al. 2020). Finally, DeepActsNet with both convolutional
and graph branches yielded improvements of around 2.6%
and 1.7% compared to the state-of-the-art on the NTU60
dataset as shown in Table 3. On the SYSU dataset, Deep-
ActsNet with convolutional and graph branches produced
improvements of around 4.8% and 5.9% in the cross-subject
and same-subject recognition accuracy compared to the best
results of (Zhang et al. 2020). We attribute these improve-
Table 5: Comparisons of the Cross-Subject (CS) and Same-
Subject (SS) recognition accuracy with the state-of-the-art
methods on the SYSU dataset (Hu et al. 2015).
Method CS (%) SS (%)
HCN (Li et al. 2018) 78.4 77.9
ST-GCN (Yan, Xiong, and Lin 2018) 68.3 66.4
VA-LSTM (Zhang et al. 2017) 77.5 76.9
ST-LSTM (Liu et al. 2017a) 76.5 -
GR-GCN (Gao et al. 2019) 77.9 -
GCA-LSTM (Liu et al. 2017a) 78.6 -
SR-TSL (Si et al. 2018) 81.9 80.7
GRU (Zhang et al. 2018) 85.7 85.7
View-adaptive (Zhang et al. 2019) 86.7 86.2
SGN (Zhang et al. 2020) 90.6 89.3
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Graph-only) 82.9 80.7
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN-only) 91.0 89.9
(Ours) DeepActsNet (CNN+Graph) 95.4 95.2
(Ours) DeepActsNet (Multi-CNN+Graph) 95.8 95.6
ments to our two innovations: 1) The encoding of spatial
and motion information from face, hands, and body, in our
DeepActs capture rich and discriminative cues from videos,
resulting in more accurate discrimination of action classes
involving hand movements and facial deformations com-
pared to the body joints information alone which contain
limited information for the face and hands (one head joint
and two joints for each hand). 2) The modality-specific con-
volutional and graph layers of our DeepActsNet promote
diversity in feature learning and produce convolutional and
structural features specific to face, hands, and body joints in-
formation. The combination of these modality-specific fea-
tures into a composite feature representation for classifica-
tion reduces variance in the final predictions and improves
the action recognition performance.
Conclusion
In this work, we present two methods for improving ac-
tion recognition: 1) “Deep Action Stamps”, a multi-modal
data representation which encode actions from videos in
terms of spatial and motion information from body, face,
and hands. 2) “DeepActsNet”, a deep learning based model
which learns modality-specific convolutional and structural
features using convolutional and graph networks, and com-
bine the features into composite features for action classi-
fication. By coupling these methods, we develop a power-
ful framework that captures highly informative action cues
from videos using DeepActs and learns highly discrimina-
tive features for action recognition. Experiments on three
challenging datasets show that our framework outperforms
state-of-the-art methods by considerable margins. Notably,
our framework is the first to model convolutional and graph
networks for face, hands, and body, for action recognition,
and our extensive experimental evaluations signify the effec-
tiveness of our approach.
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